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The idea that our planet consists of a hollow, or honeycombed, interior is not new. Some of the oldest cultures speak of civilizations inside of vast cavern-cities, within the bowels of the earth. According to certain Buddhist and Hindu traditions, secret tunnels connect Tibet with a subterranean paradise, and they call this legendary underworld Agartha. In India, this underground oasis is best known by its Sanskrit name, Shambhala, thought to mean 'place of tranquility.' Mythologies throughout the world, from South America to the Arctic, describe numerous entrances to these fabled inner kingdoms. Many occult organizations, esoteric authors, and secret societies concur with these myths and legends of subterranean inhabitants, who are the remnants of antediluvian civilizations, which sought refuge in hollow caverns inside the earth. Assuming that the myths are true, and the Earth is partially hollow, how could life survive underground? How would organisms receive the ventilation required to breathe miles below the surface? What would provide the light needed to see, or to cause the photosynthesis necessary for the plant life that allegedly exists in these inner worlds? Are there any known sources of sustenance available that could provide for a large human population? What evidence is there that a sustainable biosphere could exist miles below the surface, totally isolated from the nourishment and the established life cycle provided by the sun? Where are the entrances to inner earth, and which races live there? Author and anthropologist, Robert Sepehr, explores these questions and attempts to unlock their riddles, which have eluded any serious consideration in mainstream academia. Numerous endeavours have been undertaken to access the interior of the earth. Polar expeditions and battles, such as Operation Highjump, still remain largely classified, and have been shrouded in secrecy for decades, but scientific revelations validating the rumors surrounding these covert events, and their implications, are finally being exposed to daylight. What are the mysteries of inner Earth?
A friend loaned me this book and I cannot put it down. I just ordered my own copy, it’s one of the most compelling non-fiction books I’ve ever read. Praise to the author for unveiling hidden civilizations and the political reasons for suppressing awareness of their existence. A brilliant anthropological detective, Mr. Sepehr made a quantum leap in his discoveries which should facilitate a paradigm shift in what’s being taught at the university level.

This book picks up right where Species With Amnesia leaves off. Gods with Amnesia examines different racial types, such as Giants and Pymies, their origins, myths, etc. Equally intriguing, the focused here is on theories and evidence pertaining to earth’s interior, and it is very academically sound. Operation Highjump and classified data is explored and makes the entire subject feel almost taboo. This book was a blast to read.

This is the best book ever. Many new important things that you’ll learn from reading this book. Thank you Mr. Sepehr for all these great information.

I loved this book and it met all of my expectations. Very fun and interesting I learned so much and gave it to my cousin who is halfway through. Great read 5 stars
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